INTRODUCTION
Mutational spectrometry using denaturing capillary electrophoresis From the postulation of the DNA structure by Watson and Crick 1 through to the discovery of non-random mutational spectra by Benzer and Freese 2 and the partial sequencing of the human and other genomes 3, 4 , improved methods for DNA analysis have marked major steps forward in the understanding of genetics and genetic change. These improved methods include modes of sequencing DNA [5] [6] [7] , allele-specific recognition of mutant sequences [8] [9] [10] and methods that separate point mutant from wild-type sequences on the basis of lower thermal stability in wild-type/mutant heteroduplexes as opposed to wild-type homoduplexes [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Improvements spanning 25 years of effort have resulted in means to scan nearly any desired DNA fragment of 75-250 bp for any and all point mutations that exist in fractions as low as 10 À6 copies of genes in a cell, tissue or population sample.
The fundamental science underlying the development of methods to separate mutant DNA based on thermal stability lies in the statistical mechanical model of DNA melting/annealing equilibrium developed by David Poland 20 . The experimentally determined enthalpies of melting for any of the possible DNA base pairs nested in the 16 possible nearest neighbor contexts [21] [22] [23] incorporated in Poland's algorithm revealed that natural DNA sequences comprised a series of contiguous isomelting domains 24 . An isomelting domain is a DNA sequence in which calculation of the equilibrium melting temperature reveals all base pairs to have the same melting temperature, T m . As may be seen for the human mitochondrial genome in Figure 1 , isomelting domains can be as short as 50 bp or greater than 1,000 bp in length. An important attribute of the technical process of mutational spectrometry using CyDCE described herein is that Poland's algorithm permits computer-defined reagents that may be applied without labor-intensive preliminary optimization steps 25 .
The cooperative equilibria of DNA melting/annealing can be used to separate similar double-stranded DNA sequences using electrophoresis polyacrylamide slab gels 26 . Key to this methodology is the use of a contiguous, more thermally stable DNA sequence of 50-75 bp when scanning for mutations in an B100-bp DNA isomelting sequence to 'clamp' one end of the sequence scanned. Thus melting/annealing reactions are limited to a very small effective volume eliminating the diffusion-limited steps of melting and reannealing for unclamped sequences. At the equilibrium melting temperature of the less stable isomelting domain, T m , half of the clamped sequences are partially melted and half fully annealed. Above T m , the partially melted form predominates, below, the fully annealed. In an electric field applied across a 74 Number of base pairs in the mitochondrial DNA 62 60 0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000 7,000 8,000
8,000 9,000 10,000 11,000 12,000 13,000 14,000 15,000 16,000 polyacrylamide gel, partially melted clamped sequences migrate at velocities significantly lower than the fully annealed sequence. Using a fixed temperature and a chemical gradient of urea/ formamide to dramatically slow a homoduplex molecule as it approached the melting condition of the lower isomelting domain on a gel, Fischer and Lerman 11, 12 separated homoduplex DNA sequences differing by a single base pair, terming their technology denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis. Subsequently, we proposed the methodology of melting and reannealing DNA sequences to force all point mutant sequences into heteroduplexes with wild-type sequences by mass action 27 , which has subsequently been adapted to capillary rather than gel electrophoresis 15, 17, 19, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . This also allows the electrophoretic fraction containing low-frequency mutant sequences to be collected, re-amplified and re-separated to observe point mutants at fractions as low as 10 À6 (mutants copies/total copies) [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Adaptation of 96 capillary DNA sequencers for constant temperature DCE (CDCE) appreciably increased the throughput for applications involving a small set of exons such as measuring mutations in a single gene in multiple tissue samples 25, [39] [40] [41] [42] . Unfortunately, labor-intensive optimization procedures were still required for each desired exonic sequence, making it impractical for application at a pangenomic scale involving B250,000 exons.
Fortunately, development of cycling temperature DCE (CyDCE) obviates the need for the preliminary optimization experiments permitting scanning to be performed with high confidence across a large set of target sequences with target-sequence design performed entirely by computation 25, 40, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . As CyDCE mode can be performed straightforwardly on many DNA sequencing instruments, this technique is available to most molecular genetics laboratories. Most importantly, CyDCE is adaptable to massively parallel instruments. Such instruments could perform pangenomic exonic scans of large case and control cohorts, necessary to discover the genes carrying mutations conferring risk for common diseases, as well as the genes in which somatic mutations are required for clonal diseases such as cancer and atherosclerosis 47 .
DNA biochemistry and 'noise'
Of extreme importance in achieving the level of sensitivity reported for these techniques is the introduction of control experiments that reamplify mutant mixtures to discover if amplification had been affected by an example of positive allelic preference 48 . A second important control is the independent determination of mutant identity and fraction in opposite DNA strands to test for artifactual mutants arising from chemical reaction products in sample DNA 37 . In the CyDCE protocol described herein, the thermally stable Pfu DNA polymerase is used, as it yields satisfactorily low error rates and provides the simplicity of simple temperature cycling without polymerase addition at each amplification cycle 49 .
Despite excellent electrophoretic resolution of heteroduplex peaks and use of a high-fidelity DNA amplification protocol during CyDCE, noise peaks can be frequently seen in most DNA amplification products that obscure true mutant/wild-type heteroduplex peaks. This noise comprises a diverse set of amplification products; some noise peaks, upon identification by sequencing, were found to be low-probability amplification products from the human genome, which we termed 'genomic noise' . For genomes for which total sequences are available, a genomic scan to establish uniqueness of proposed PCR primers is preferred. Residual genomic noise can be overcome by increasing the specificity of primer design, usually by slightly shifting the primer positions and/ or the stringency of DNA amplification conditions. A majority of the noise peaks, however, yielded only wild-type sequences after collection and re-amplification. These peaks were chiefly amplicons containing heat-induced DNA damage such as uracil caused by cytosine deamination and abasic sites such as those created by depurination. This form of noise increases in a roughly linear fashion with time at any DNA amplification denaturing temperature (490 1C). Fortunately, this 'thermal' noise has been overcome to a large extent by strictly limiting the time and temperature profile of the denaturing step during DNA amplification and by introduction of a molecular ruse in the amplification process (X.-C.L.-S., unpublished data; Fig. 2 ). This is done in the following way: Instead of employing fluorescein-labeled primers throughout the initial amplification cycles, unlabeled primers are used in the first 30 amplification cycles. In the last three cycles, additional master mix including fluorescein-labeled primers and extra Pfu are introduced. As the Pfu DNA polymerase does not copy past damaged bases, the last few cycles of DNA amplification create labeled product that is largely free of artifacts (Fig. 2) . It is possible to reduce this process to one final polymerase extension with labeled clamp-primers. Because heteroduplex peaks resulting from single base-pair insertion or deletion mutations have melting temperatures closest of all heteroduplex forms to the wild-type homoduplex, a clean baseline resolution is required for accurate determination of mutant numbers in pooled human genomic samples such as the pools of 100 persons.
Applications of DCE in human DNA, cells, tissues, tumors and populations The combination of high-fidelity DNA amplification and CDCE has been used to discover the point mutations distributed, cells in culture, various tissues and tumors, as well as DNA replication errors introduced by polymerase gamma and beta 15, 37, 38, [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] were derived from an A-to-G mutation at codon 49. TK6 cell genomic DNA was used as wild-type genomic DNA control. The genomic DNA sample containing mutant consisted of pooled samples from 50 individuals, one of which was a heterozygote at codon 49. WT, wild type.
nuclear DNA was to characterize the mutational spectra induced by exposure of human cells in culture to environmental chemicals that were thought to be involved in human mutagenesis in vivo 33, [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . Subsequent applications have traced many errors found in vivo to errors of native DNA polymerases and endogenous biochemistry 33, [65] [66] [67] . More recently, measurements of mutations in human lungs and other clinical data have led to the hypothesis that mutations that initiate human tumors occur only during the fetal-juvenile period 68 . Denaturing capillary separations have also been found useful in characterizing complex environmental microbial communities. One may imagine application to discovery of unknown viral and microbial sequences of potential significance to health in human tissues [69] [70] [71] [72] .
Denaturing capillary electrophoresis can also be used in experiments requiring pangenomic exonic scans, to test whether or not a specific gene carries risk for a particular common disease 73 . We demonstrated that thousands of human DNA samples could be interrogated as pooled samples from 100 to 10,000 persons by highfidelity DNA amplification and DCE such that the number and kind of all, undiscovered point mutations in exonic sequences could be found 74, 75 . Having concluded that linkage disequilibrium studies would, in general, fail to detect any particular gene-disease association, we have offered an alternative approach, a cohort allelic sums test, in which the sum of all exonic point mutations are determined and compared for a case and control cohort across all known human genes 47 . In particular, a method employing highfidelity DNA amplification and CyDCE was used to illustrate the process and to derive a statistical model to consider a pangenomic scan of all known exonic sequences carried by large cohorts representing 100 diseases processed in parallel 25, 47 .
The sensitivity of CyDCE permits pooling of 100 persons' DNA to scan and enumerate mutant sequences for any and all human exonic sequences. Assuming B250,000 scannable exonic segments 76 and the need to scan case cohorts of 10,000 persons for each of 100 common diseases 47 , the task of testing each gene for statistical association with risk for any of these common diseases seems prodigious. However, with 100 persons' DNA pools, the task is represented by 'only' 250,000 Â 10,000 ¼ 2.5 Â 10 9 CyDCE capillary runs. An instrument that should run 2.5 Â 10 4 CyDCE separations in less than 30 min has been designed and is under construction. At this rate, one instrument would complete the pangenomic scan for 100 diseases in some 125,000 h. With 10 such instruments operating in parallel, this task could be performed in less than a year. Given the necessarily small blood or DNA samples for the 100 case cohorts, the present estimate of costs for instrument construction, DNA isolation and processing, including facilities and personnel, is somewhat less than $100 million, or somewhat less than $100 to scan all the exonic sequences of each person 25, 47, 73 .
Mutational spectrometry embodied in the separation process of CyDCE and the high-fidelity DNA processing and amplification steps detailed below now offer any serious student of genetic variation or genetic change the opportunity to explore the genome of any species. The number and kind of point mutations associated with any mutagenic process or any phenotypic trait may now be efficiently discovered.
Experimental design Protocol overview. Analysis of DNA by DCE consists of three steps, as illustrated in Figure 3 ; the general protocol to obtain a high-resolution mutational spectrum using CyDCE or other DCE modes includes (i) selection of gene and simulation of melting temperatures of target alleles; (ii) DNA amplification; and (iii) allele separation and quantitative visualization. Characteristics of DNA amplification primers. First the accuracy of the in silico DNA sequence needs to be checked against several databases. This is to make sure that annotation, intron/exon boundaries, reading frames, cDNA and/or sequence information are accurate. The investigators also have to be aware of possible pseudo-genes or gene duplications that might be amplified with the same set primers (genomic noise). The melting temperature (T m ) of the DNA amplification primer in physiological saline is usually selected to be between 52 and 65 1C. Primers should be designed to minimize self-hybridization and hairpin formation (43 bp) and should have a lack of secondary priming sites and low specific binding at the 3¢ end (i.e., lower GC content to avoid mispriming). All these variables can be adjusted in many of the computer primer design tools 77 . The total lengths of the target sequence commonly range from 75 to 160 bp, which equals to 135-220 bases including both primers and the GC clamp (see below). An example of a primer pair, with GC clamp and fluorescent label used on CE instruments with a 488-nm laser would be as follows.
Forward: 5¢-6-FAM-CGCCCGCCGCGCCCCGCGCCCGTCCCG CCGCCCCCGCCCGCCTCTATTGTTGGATCATATTC-3¢; reverse: 5¢-ATGACTGAATATAAACTTGTG-3¢ (target sequence dependent). The bold letters indicate the sequence-specific part (which will be target sequence dependent) of the primers, whereas the underlined part indicates the GC clamp. Selection of fluorescent label should be based upon the laser and filter settings of the CE instrument. At the following webpage (http://probes.invitrogen.com/servlets/spectra viewer/), the excitation energy (e.g., laser) and filter can be selected, in combination with different fluorophores. Commonly used fluorophores with filters are 6-Fam with excitation at 488 nm and emission at 520 nm, 5-Rox with excitation at 532 nm and emission at 590 nm and Cy 5 with excitation at 650 nm and emission at 675 nm.
Design of DNA amplification fragments with appropriate melting behavior. The length of a DNA fragment and the nucleotide sequence within the fragment defines the melting temperature at which each bp of the duplex is in perfect equilibrium between the denatured and helical state 21, 23, 24, 78, 79 . Computer software programs such as WinMelt/MacMelt and the Poland Internet website (http://www.biophys.uni-duesseldorf.de/local/POLAND/ poland.html) 80 or Stitch profile (http://stitchprofiles.uio.no/) calculate the melting profile of defined homozygous dsDNA sequences based on different related algorithms. The programs calculate the midpoint temperature at which each bp is at 50:50 equilibrium between the helical and melted states. The data are then plotted as midpoint temperature versus the base sequence ( Figs. 1 and 3a) , creating a melting profile of the fragment 79 . The goal of melting profile analysis of DNA fragments with computer programs before DCE is to select and manipulate the target sequence, and attach GC clamp if necessary, so that the region of interest is in a low melting domain adjacent to a sequence with high-temperature melting properties 27, 44, 79, [81] [82] [83] [84] . When a naturally occurring high melting temperature sequence is present next to the target sequence, this can be used as high melting domain. If there is no high melting temperature region adjacent to the sequence of interest, the GC clamp can be incorporated by a ligation step 85 or as a part of the synthesized primer. The basic principle for selection of which side to introduce the GC clamp is to attach the clamp to the side of the fragment with the highest average melting temperature. For example, the GC clamp would be attached to the 'right' hand side of the fragment in Figure 4 . The introduction of the thermally stable clamp increases the percentage of detectable DNA variants in the low melting domain by denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis to close to 100%, because the thermally stable clamp prevents strand dissociation when the separation takes place (Fig. 5) 86, 87 . Even if this statement must be further evaluated, it suggests that most of the genome can be analyzed with this methodology.
Evaluation of fragment's melting properties. Fragments designed for DCE should be evaluated with respect to theoretical melting behavior by applying statistical mechanics of transition temperature. The melting profiles offer information about the suitability of the fragment design and suggestion temperature range for which the fragment should be analyzed. Problems may arise when using the above software to calculate melting profiles because DNA sequence databases occasionally contain errors with regard to the polarity of a DNA sequence, that is, the 5¢-3¢ sequences of opposite 'Watson and Crick' strands may have been inadvertently reversed in recording in the databases. As illustrated in Figure 4 , slightly different melting profiles are obtained when polarity of the double-stranded sequences are reversed (WinMelt/MacMelt, Medprobe) and seemingly aberrant behavior is observed in DCE separations in which calculations were based on the erroneous sequence information. Although most of the DNA sequences published in the public databases are annotated with direction of the strand (5¢-3¢or 3¢-5¢, or direction like + or À), users need to make sure that the strands are oriented from 5¢-3¢ before applying the algorithm (Fig. 4) . However, if the strand should be oriented from 3¢-5¢, simple online DNA sequence reversal tools are available to reverse the sequence (http://www.bioinformatics.org/ sms/rev_comp.html or http://radium.no/sms2/rev_comp.html).
Another phenomenon that the first-time user will encounter with melting temperature algorithms lies in the choices of parameters offered. Concentrations of DNA, salts and other denaturants such as urea may be varied. Figure 6 depicts the same sequence analyzed with an ssDNA concentration of 1 Â 10 À6 M and varying salt concentration 80 . There is a marked increase in the melting temperature with increase in theoretical NaCl concentration, whereas the overall profile stays relatively the same. However, empirical observations using WinMelt/MacMelt software (Medprod) have allowed us to calculate melting temperatures to ±1 1C used for denaturing setting. When first applying DCE, a series of denaturing conditions should be tested to determine the relationship between the theoretical melting calculations (of the specific algorithm used) and conditions of matrix, capillary and temperature controller of the particular instrument. Inaccuracies of temperature in the CDCE mode of as little as 0.1 1C can have large effects on peak resolution. Fortunately, this problem is circumvented by the use of CyDCE for which there is no need to optimize the denaturant running conditions for each fragment as long as the denaturing temperature is cycled above and below the theoretical melting temperature of the given fragment. In fact, by cycling the temperature over a broad range, fragments with melting temperatures differing by as much as 12 1C were analyzed simultaneously 25 .
DNA extraction. Various methods of extracting DNA from biological samples range from phenol-chloroform extraction, salting out (DNA precipitation), microwave boiling, solid phase and monodisperse beads extraction. The purpose of DNA extraction is to obtain pure DNA free of contaminates or inhibitors for downstream processes. Obviously, the extraction method should yield a high fraction of the original DNA sample and not create DNA reaction products that can be transmutated during DNA amplification. The DNA extraction method selected should be based upon the nature of the sample from which the DNA shall be obtained, and thus giving recommendation or guideline is beyond the scope of this protocol. However, numerous reviews on the subject of DNA extraction in different sample types are available through literature databases [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] .
DNA amplification. To efficiently analyze DNA, the number of copies in a sample must usually be increased. This may be performed through the well-characterized PCR 97, 98 . DNA amplification not only increases the number of copies of DNA exponentially, but also restricts the amplification to specific target sequences determined by the primers. Furthermore, DNA amplification allows for incorporation of fluorescent dyes and high-temperature melting domain, also known as GC clamps 86, 87 . The GC-clamp, 5¢-CGCCCGCCGCGCCCCGCGCCCGTCCCGCCGCCCCCGCCC G-3¢ and fluorescent label, 6-Fam (488 nm laser), Rox (532 nm laser) or Cy5 (650 nm laser), are attached to the 5¢ end of one of the target specific primers.
When starting with a new set of primers, it is recommended that the DNA amplification reaction is optimized with respect to annealing temperature, [ Noise reduction. If the PCR optimization does not give satisfactory clean products, an alternative approach may be used to reduce amplification noise by a two-stage PCR approach. The general procedure for noise reduction is as follows:
Stage 1: Amplify the target sequence from genomic DNA samples using unlabeled forward and reverse primers (one of which is attached to a GC clamp) under appropriate high-fidelity PCR conditions and with sufficient number of cycles (typically B40 cycles) to exhaust the primers.
Stage 2: Add stage 1 PCR products (or an aliquot of it) with an equal volume of 2Â PCR master mix with all of the PCR components including the forward and reverse primers, one of which is labeled with fluorescence dye. Subject the new PCR mix to 2-4 cycles of PCR. The expected noise reduction is depicted in Figure 2 .
DNA strand combination in heterozygote samples. Figure 7 depicts possible combination of 'Watson and Crick' single DNA strands when a sample, with two different alleles, is amplified by DNA amplification followed by the heteroduplex formation step where the DNA is denatured and the strands are allowed to reanneal at random. Owing to the mismatch between bases in the heteroduplexes, these DNA products will be less stable than the homoduplexes and thus be more retarded during DCE 102 . As a result of the four possible combinations of Watson and Cricks, four peaks will be resolved during DCE 27 . In the electropherogram shown in Figure 3c , annotated peaks corresponding to homoduplexes and heteroduplexes are shown. In DNA sample with low mutant fractions (o2%), the wild-type allele is present in large excess, thus forcing the variant sequences (by mass action) to reanneal with the wild-type sequences. Consequently, three peaks, wild-type homoduplex and the two heteroduplexes will be observed in the electropherogram.
DCE instruments.
Denaturing capillary electrophoresis was first demonstrated on an in-house assembled capillary electrophoresis instrument by Khrapko et al. 15 in 1994 (Fig. 8) . Using this instrument setting, mutant fractions down to 10 À6 have been detected 15, 34, 35 . The same method of allele separation was first Temperature zones. Deoxyribonucleic acid is separated by DCE based on difference in velocity between the double-strand DNA and the partly melted DNA (Fig. 5) when the DNA migrates through the sieving matrices in the capillary. Thus, controlling the separation temperature surrounding the capillary is important to obtain good separation by DCE. Different approaches have been used to control the denaturing temperature. Capillaries have been inserted into 'jacket' with circulating warm water from water bath. Owing to the heat capacity of water and big volume, this gave very good temperature control down to ±0.05 1C (refs. 13, 35, 73) . A second approach is the use of temperature controllers and solidstate heaters. This gave temperature control in the range of ±0.5 1C and down to ±0.013 1C (refs. 13, 35, 73, 74, 104) . Another way of controlling the capillary denaturing temperature is by air-ventilated chambers, which are commonly used in commercial capillary DNA sequencing instruments. However, this method of controlling the temperature is the least accurate. Nevertheless recent findings have demonstrated that cycling the temperature in the capillary chamber will force the fragments to partly denature and reanneal during the course of the temperature changes, and consequently the need for fragment specific denaturation conditions is omitted 25 .
Sieving matrices. For alleles to be separated by DCE, the DNA needs to migrate through a polymer or sieving matrix. A wide variety of matrices have been tested and found capable of separating DNA during DCE. We have tested commercial matrices like POP4 and POP6 (Applied Biosystems), MegaBACE Long read matrix (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB), GenomeLab Separation Gel linear Figure 7 | Possible strand combinations after DNA amplification of heterozygote sample and heteroduplex formation. If a sample containing two alleles is not subjected to heteroduplex formation, only the two homoduplexes will be present. After strand separation (boiling) and strand reannealing, the strand recombinations will by chance form four possible double-standed DNA species, two homoduplexes and two heteroduplexes. Fluorescence emitted from the sample is collected by (e) a Â60 microscope objective and passes through (f) a 520-nm 10-nm band-pass filter onto (g) a photo multiplier tube. The signal from the photo multiplier tube is amplified by (h) a current preamplifier, recorded by (i) a data acquisition system and transmitted to (j) a computer. (k) The buffer reservoir is positioned at (l) the cathode end of the capillary. Part of the capillary is inserted into (m) a water jacket to facilitate DCE before the detector. The anode end of the capillary is submerged in (n) a second buffer reservoir. Mutant enrichment. Samples containing mutant fraction lower than 1 Â 10 À3 (mutants copies/total copies) cannot directly be detected by DCE without mutant enrichment. Thus, heteroduplex fraction collection (on a single capillary instrument) followed by a second PCR and DCE is required for detection of such low mutant fractions (as described in Box 1).
MATERIALS

REAGENTS
. Sequence-specific primers may be obtained from companies like Integrated DNA Technologies, Invitrogen or Eurogentec m CRITICAL If no natural high melting domain exists adjacent to the target sequence, a GC clamp should be ordered as part of one primer. Depending on the CE instrument and the laser within, appropriate fluorescent labeling should be attached to the 5¢ end of the primer with the GC clamp (see Experimental design).
. Pfu REAGENT SETUP 103 running buffer To make one liter, take 243.3 g of TAPS, 36.36 g of Tris and 10 ml of 100 mM solution EDTA and reconstitute to 1 liter with H 2 O. Adjust pH to 8.0 with 5 M NaOH. Sterile-filter the solution and store at room temperature (E24 1C). The buffer is stable when stored at room temperature up to several months. 13 running buffer Take 100 ml of 10Â buffer and dilute it with 900 ml of H 2 O. The buffer can be stored at room temperature for several months. Sieving matrix (2-8% wt/vol) Dissolve the desired polymer in running buffer as follows (if there is a temperature restriction in the capillary instrument, urea must be added to the sieving matrix): to make 100 ml of 7% (wt/vol) 360-kDa PVP with 7 M urea, take 10 ml of 10Â running buffer, add 42 g urea, adjust volume to 100 ml with H 2 O. Add 7 g of polymer powder under constant stirring. When the polymer and urea is fully dissolved, store in refrigerator for up to 6 months. For more information, refer Ekstrøm and Bjørheim 41 .
PROCEDURE
Primer design and synthesis for mutation detection by DCE 1| Select the DNA sequence of interest from an appropriate database.
2| Cut and paste +200 bp on each side of the sequence or sequences of interest into the primer design software (e.g., http:// frodo.wi.mit.edu/primer3/input.htm) 77, 105 .
3| Select primers for the target sequence giving product lengths from 100 to 160 bp (see Experimental design for further information on design characteristics of primers). 
BOX 1 | MUTANT ENRICHMENT BY FRACTION COLLECTION
The procedure for fraction collection involves three basic steps: (1) Establish the velocity of the fragment at unmelted state by running a sample in a capillary at ambient temperature. Measure the distance from injection to the detection window and divide the distance by the peak max elution time (v ¼ cm min À1 ). Measure the distance from detection to the anode end (X outlet ) of the capillary. Multiply v by X outlet to obtain estimated arrival time of fragments. (2) Run the sample under optimal denaturing conditions that allows good heteroduplex separation from the wild type. When the wild-type peak arrives at the detector, start a timer to keep track of when the wild type elutes at the anode end. With margins after the wild type, place anode end in clean tube with 20 ml of 0.1Â running buffer and continue the electrophoresis. Change tubes at 30-s intervals for the duration of the heteroduplex region elution. (3) Amplify the fractions by PCR using 1-2 ml fraction-collected materials as template. Separate alleles by DCE.
4| Blast the primer against the complete genome of interest to investigate possible undesired co-amplification.
5| Take the target sequence information with primer regions and copy the sequence information into the software that will simulate the DNA melting temperature 78, 80 (see Experimental design for further information on evaluation of fragment's melting properties).
6|
Based on the fragment's theoretical melting properties, decide if a GC clamp is needed and on which primer it shall be attached. m CRITICAL STEP The GC clamp should be put on the side of the fragment with the highest average melting temperature (see Experimental design for further details). If there is no obvious side to place the GC clamp, then simulate both possibilities ('left' and 'right').
7| After determining where to put the GC clamp, reanalyze the melting temperature of the fragment now including the GC clamp. Inspect the melting curve to make sure that the low-melting domain decreases from the domain's starting point near the GC clamp to the end of the DNA fragment. ? TROUBLESHOOTING 8| Synthesize the primer or order the primers from a nucleic acid synthesis company. m CRITICAL STEP As the quality and quantity varies between the different companies, we have experienced that Eurogentec (http://www.eurogentec.com/home.html) delivers good primers, but they are somewhat expensive with regard to long primers (460 bp). Another supplier that has proven to deliver good-quality oligomers is Integrated DNA Technologies (http://www.idtdna.com/Home/Home.aspx). ' PAUSE POINT Stock solution of primers can be kept at À20 1C for several years. 
ANTICIPATED RESULTS
Selection of instrument type is based on the area of research, the specific requirements and a good limit of detection versus sample throughput. If limit of detection were the main focus, then a single-capillary system would be the instrument choice. DCE has a limit of detection down to 10 À3 (mutant copies/total copies) on a regular basis 9, 13, 15, 35 but has been used to study mutant fractions down to 10 À6 (mutant copies/total copies) 34, 75 . Furthermore, peak collection and enrichment can be performed on the single-capillary system [33] [34] [35] [36] 58, 65 (see Box 1). Figure 10 demonstrates fraction collection of DNA polymeraseinduced mutations during DNA amplification. Wild-type DNA was amplified with Taq DNA polymerase, which has been shown to induce mutants at about 10 À5 /base pair/doubling 102 . After the DNA amplification, the total mutant fraction is expected to be about 10 À3 (mutant copies/total copies), which can be divided over several hotspots, bringing the mutant fraction of each mutant down to 10 À4 (mutant copies/total copies). This is below the limit of detection for any mutation detection system. Thus, heteroduplex enrichment is needed to visualize the mutants. Consequently, the heteroduplex region of the original sample (upper electropherogram) was collected, re-amplified and rerun by CyDCE. Now the heteroduplexes of the Taq-induced mutants are clearly observed (lower electropherogram, Fig. 10 ). Based on the area under the wild-type and the heteroduplex region, the enrichment achieved in this experiment was more than 100-fold. Figure 11 | Allele separation of heterozygote sample by CDCE in ABI 310 and ABI 3100 DNA sequencing instruments (Applied Biosystems). Samples heterozygous for DNA variant NCBI rs2070874 were amplified with 6-famlabeled primer with GC clamp. Alleles were separated by CDCE at 51 and 47 1C in capillary DNA sequencing instruments, ABI 310 (upper electropherogram) and ABI3100 (lower electropherogram), respectively. Standard matrix and running condition were as recommended for each instrument by the manufacturer. Please note similar allele separation profile, whereas overall elution times are different. The difference in elution is due to longer distance from injection to detection in the ABI310 as compared with the ABI 3100 instrument. Figure 12 | Simultaneous separation of alleles in 12 different fragments using CyDCE on a 96-capillary instrument (MegaBACE 1000). Alleles in 12 different heterozygote samples from different fragments were separated in the same electrophoretic run by CyDCE. Running condition is as described elsewhere 25 . efficiency. More precisely, efficiency is limited by the slow kinetics of DNA melting equilibrium 106 . Thus, increasing the separation time or improving the kinetics of DNA melting/ reannealing (which includes increasing cation concentration and/or decreasing denaturant concentration with corresponding increase of the temperature) is expected to improve the resolution 106 .
We have tested two different instruments from one of the leading manufacturers of capillary DNA sequencing instruments with respect to their ability to separate alleles by DCE 42, 45, 81, 103 . By use of standard genotyping or DNA sequencing protocols as given for the instruments manuals, except for the temperature setting, we have been able to automatically separate alleles by DCE on the single-capillary instrument ABI 310 and the 16-capillary instrument ABI 3100 (Fig. 11) . Thus DCE becomes an available method to every lab having access to such instruments. Figure 11 shows representative electropherograms from DCE runs on the single-capillary instrument ABI 310 and the 16-capillary instrument ABI 3100. The differences in migration time are due to longer distances from injection point to the detector in the ABI 310. Please note the clear baseline separation between homoduplexes and between homoplexes and heteroduplexes, which are representative for the separation of alleles by DCE. This is far better separation than what is generally observed by dHPLC, SSCP/SSCA and heteroduplex analysis.
We have also tested MegaBACE 500, 1000 and 4000, three different DNA capillary sequencing instruments from Molecular Dynamics. All three instruments were able to separate alleles by DCE. Additionally, these instruments facilitate, with minor modification, the use of cycling temperature CE (CyDCE). Additionally, mutant enrichment has been performed on the MegaBACE 1000 instruments (P.O.E. and W.G.T., unpublished data, patent pending). But the enrichment achieved was somewhat less than what can be achieved with single-capillary instruments (Fig. 10) . Figure 9 demonstrates the effect of increased allele separation as increased cycling denaturing temperature is employed. At the lowest temperature setting, no allele separation is seen (panel a). Panel b shows separation of the four alleles when the temperature was cycled 20 times between 48 and 45 1C. However, better separation was obtained when the temperature is cycled 20 times between 49 and 46 1C (panel c). Figure 12 depicts representative electropherograms obtained from 12 different fragments analyzed in the same CyDCE run using a 96-capillary instrument, MegaBACE 1000. The denaturing temperature was cycled five times oscillating between 59 1C and 47 1C. Please observe the baseline separation between the two homoduplexes and between homoduplexes and heteroduplexes in all electropherograms.
The instrument from Beckman Coulter was used to separate alleles in a fragment with a common DNA point variation (NCBI reference number rs261587). The denaturing temperature was set slightly above the theoretical melting temperature. To demonstrate the repeatability of the allele separation, the same samples were analyzed 96 times. The error bar shown is one standard deviation of the allele's elution time measured at peak max from 96 repeated runs. Please note the baseline resolution between homoduplexes (Fig. 13) . The results can be compared with similar results when the same fragment was analyzed 842 times on MegaBACE 1000 instrument 82 . These data demonstrate the application of CyDCE on different instruments from different instrument suppliers. 
